Dektite Premium Solar Flashings
Perfect for flashing pipes and cables on any roof type
The multi-application flashing in a highly durable EPDM or silicone, edged with a flexible aluminum band,
flashes pipes and cables on all roofs. The square base fits most roof profiles.

Dektite Premium
DFE101BM

Dektite Premium
DFE100BS

Dektite Premium
DFE200RES

✔ Incorporates 12 cable nipples. ✔ Incorporates 3 cable nipples. ✔ Versatile flashing accommodates
up to 5 penetrations.
✔ Ideal for Solar PV installations. ✔ Suitable for pipes and/or cables.
✔ Suitable for pipes and/or cables.
✔ Black EPDM high UV
✔ Available in black EPDM.
resistant cone.
✔ Available red silicone.

Solar Kit DSK200 KIT

Components:

DEKTITE FLASHING ADHESIVE
(Silicone Dektites only)
Dektite Flashing Adhesive (50ml) is a one part
neutral cure (non acid) engineering grade silicone
adhesive. This primerless adhesive adheres to
most substrates and is formulated for use with
Dektite silicone flashings only. The adhesive
reacts with atmospheric moisture to produce
a long life seal that is resistant to UV and will
remain flexible and withstands temperatures
from -50˚C to 165˚C. Ideal for tile roofs.

DEKTITES (2pcs)
2 x silicone Dektites
0 - 35mm plus 2 x cable nipples.
Red silicone will withstand
constant temperatures at the
roofline or -50˚C to 200˚C and
up to 250˚C intermittently.

CODE

No CODE

TO FIT PIPE SIZE

DFE100BS (BLACK EPDM)

SOLAR MINI #0

0 - 35

DFE101BS (Black EPDM)

SOLAR #1

5 - 55

DFE200RES (Silicon Red)

SOLAR MINI #0

0 - 35

DFE201RES (Silicon Red)

SOLAR #1

5 - 55

DFE101BM (Black EPDM)

MULTI CABLE

12 X 4-8MM
0 - 35

DSK200RES (Red Silicon)

SOLAR KIT

DFA050G (Grey)

ADHESIVE

DFE050RE (Red)

ADHESIVE

ROOFING SCREWS
(16 pcs)
10 Gauge,
16mm, class 4,
mechanically plated
roofing screws. 16
screws in solar kit.
ROOF PITCH

Up to 60O*
See foot note
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